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We must do away with the absolutely specious
notion that everybody has to earn a li ving.
It is a fact today that one in ten thou sand
of us can make a technological breakth rough
capable of supporting all the rest. The yout
h of today are absolutely right in recognizi
ng this nonsense of earning a living. We kee
p inven ting jobs because of this false idea
that everybody has to be employed at some ki
nd of drudgery because, according to Malthus
ian-Darwinian theory, he must justify his ri
ght to exist. So we have inspectors of inspe
ctors and people making instruments for insp
ectors to inspect inspectors. The true busin
ess of people should be to go back to school
and think about whatever it was they were th
inking about before some body came along and
told them they had to earn a living.
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not that

remember projbgree
who would swing th
rib helix lizard
good morning
godzilla is safe
with us
pawing the teachers
simaqsobvic th
apricot
in the gut of a goat

09.12.2012



not this

marir snurt
strayer was

the bear
in the

middle of
the yoga

invisible
cotton
suitcases

every piston
tells a
story

midth atu
ex thapp

09.12.2012

not that

VAM LAL LEL
LYV LIE WAV
WUZ XUG DYY
BAX FEW ZEH
RUP LOD VAN



09.12.2012

not this

TREE TREE TREE
TREE TREE TREE
TREE PINE TREE
TREE TREE TREE

09.12.2012

not that

TREE TREE OAK
TREE PINE ELM
OAK TREE TREE
MAPLE PINE OAK
TREE ELM ELK

09.12.2012

not this

Parkin glot
Parkin glut
Parkin clot

09.12.2012



not that

ditch would neap
at wooden socks
to the box angel
trowel

antique shoes
flying were
a pile of bears

alongside
the spaghetti bicycle
honey-circles
blackbirds

pink hotel runes
by the river

09.12.2012

not this

ex-charisma chair-(heresy.

all the edible codeflags
invitation hotdogs host
looped initiations.

on the page themselves egg grrrr.

09.12.2012



not that

notibe
notithe

personal-property generator.

horns bonk the
indelible trashcan:

swug,
uncoth.

09.12.2012

not this

bus H the codes
criticality assemblage:
self-corrosive
free-market succinct.

history has an air of notes
dangling about its
plastic bottle maps
industrial flea market.

salt handlebars
typically pepper straws
surveillance tunnel-cuts
burble an eyepiece
neither trivial nor gloom



as the text.

litt-enli pu.

violence demands floodlights,
covertly implausible triangles.

09.12.2012

not that

euphoria fennel I-beams
pragmatics of interruption:

avatar collapses
meticulously woodscrew

1. protagonist
2. snake
3. poltergeist

09.12.2012

not this

horizons eternallj
everything is no self-we
this nox thesis etc nor

who certainty bat =
jeweled oasis beyond the curtain.



danger remembers
the embodied message:

opposition inspirited notoric,
everyday life.

09.12.2012

not that

medi incomplete understa
training describ literary
clairvoyance

to another audial ) speeh

in bumedi appear ghosting
process.

unseem the medium for m
medium ) textmaze conduit

divides divinities:
co / com co thin no
car with x-moth context.

09.12.2012

not this

reper cognize



t th be experience
trai scheme
considere othe of liv several
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humili mur only upor rights of
revolutionary
veryt cultureso
enough traurnc

sthis experience
generaliz instance finish
sim like silences
someb prob canc
need orb with ort
grrrrrrrrr alludes fire analysis

no pardor lik
writers in described stuck

paratextual th othen herd
described read th
traumatized disorient
blurbs are it no kno
traumat purse trait parse
consi throu traces

constructiv inl guen extreme
little th the determines chand

sociep jotti writi
texts sinister spots
modes of mud made grandiose
pre-toes of something - disorie h

seen the mor eto-synt
in henc each rearra revealeq panda
crazy sand the whiffle tea



rippl hat subje anth doff
forks of rawmatic automa
backlash the posh are clams

cons the peop ri be peep rib
where vic vio relationsh
among the controv yhat postmodernity
traurc subjed detritus
rusts a needle in the eye
forth dishistor germs of bass
the col during th
teachers tead poets socie

09.13.2012

not that

historj to rhyth tha transpersonal
whuse vine markers thand th and-ness
betwee subnauseas whose rose th oat
whereby harvest possib our

sometb issue us debilitating
for th youb expr quilts
inventing inesthetic ordinary
category everyday
life circumstances p stranded
morec pali

historical surviving th p
the discourse with ironingboards
th expelle gazelle gazette
surr early

trer comp crucible synchroni
nineteenth o ha who is
cannibalized by correctness



of conduct thist abnorr becomd
arcarc strictly disil-cent

divingboard writing chrorb audi to
clarivoyant/the mountain
assessmen mint against whid
shrubbery counterculture shoes
composition in their demise whe
commercial hallucinations body
antisocial 10 asocial 2
wou helk sor visions full of
sirm indepel 5 re sep

early syntax reg therapeutic diagr
convention grammar aestheti sugar
rhetorid 1980 arpage 200 prosodic
autobiogra challengir histories o
th hencprod perforkmance-reference
novels) gradually poetic sch p
middle ages politi propriety outmoo
varnish follicle interdepend fish
deliciously psychogeographic refusal

familiar be sense legen distincti

09.13.2012

not this

gerrrrrrrrrrr wis simply
linear materials...........
simultanei-shard
into is combflow mantis

\/\/\/\/\//\
\\\///\/\\\/\\\/\/



as actual lawnchair text
inside the spleen

q)u)oting q(uo(tid(ian
often enough, syntax

punctuated by reflected

|||||||||||||||||||||||

no

practi

a
o
a

yet the w,

explored-debris

supernatural diet dictionary.

09.13.2012

not that

we have unknown collaborators
we have [known and] unknown collaborators

09.13.2012

not this



inv
as this kitchen typewriter
invit
opened the biscuit poets
around coloring book
scholarship invoc
furniture replicated
television typew
riter enriches lyric clot
hing init close fennel
flannel fire fenugreek the
hands fail flailing
the margins advocate labor
as self-sacrifice
invite invoke initiate
modes mud
made
assembled visil ib closet
clust most ghost th
embalming letters pervk cle
nitrogen pasts wagons to
gizzard beach perforkmance
pie hop invita co-stomach
produ-text desig
the 19 pig
has some signature about the meat

09.13.2012

not that

is an acb purposes for viser

moven visual at oon

hypnotic effe the cork



but is each marks using sequence as

/\/\/\\/\///\/\/\/\/\/\/\

how to explain clint eastwood
to a dead republican

/\/\/\/\\/\//\\/\/\/\/\/\\\/\/\

has not viev the across 100 manipulatio

2.

this must be the root of
reactions to this action
this must be the root of
reactions to this acorn
this must be the root of
reactions to this your
this must be the root of
reactions to this exhcat

3.

that a drone close to the gopher
cone-honey dorth broom that
honeydeath undoubtedly brass balsam
bean-express pedagogic transformation
all the warm shovels

felt solp
hairy magnets of marxist consciousness

4.

from the neander-iden it hat

p visual fun akin

flux cont expla explo

throughox hex evidem they key



rescue the marshmallows keen on the tead

\x\xxxxxxxx\x\x\x\xxx||||||||||||\xxx\x\x

(honey and wrist)
a. dur whe
b. du ari
c. o reacb

the failure hunter without
numerous appetite dialogue

(1980)

i like raygun and raygun likes me

5.

lectures a newt ox cultu nax

assabeir the should shroud
suggestive o subjective marks

carnivorous re-writing the wires
rebird rebirth performancke
were foam his intehebmentosa
anarchic other he force f of
arctic attic articulate
conservation coiled
physics
war-toe sonic sun hairy humans
themselves american diner statue

legwash a jester notion comp
the loot the cow the rem

09.13.2012



not that

lool would beupane of many
consists

bla razor
fresh stomach pie

every human being is an
artist, a freedom being
, called to participate
in transforming and res
haping the co nditions,
thinking and structures
that shape and inform o
ur lives

the informeos imaginale
explo re influyl educat

is yes to the process of glo
balization of consumption of
art, where the taste is give
n as "mass elitism" that con

sume artistic information bu
t with an attitude of shoppi
ng own society entertainment
and fashion empire, devourin

g artistic productions, espe
cially audiovisual requiring
less effort. Mushrooms and a
esthetics which claims the "

art world", ie, "all that ha
s to do with art except arrt
itself"

northv
iyo
sciend



1940
avoid
opera
active
the
wa
194
p
art
as
experi
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an
while
event
1980
made
mythic
his
o
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1952
pro
readir
poetry
ty
prof
during
import
becarr
artists

whose bound
perfor cataly
actio play
lar room
bi multip
as reforr
severa party
ex direct
increa fr
creati cross
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hr(medboo
wpcpwgl
eoscc
jfaln
sd
twpm

in 1967, the
German Stude
nt Party, so
named becaus
e every huma
n being w as
considered a
student, gre
w out of the
public discu
ssion circle
s

tcptjbtf
pacdtpr

In 1968, the party
changed its name t
o Fluxus Zone West
. The Organization
of Nonvoters Fr ee
Referendum was lat
er founded in 1970
,

logs of led fote nu
dirtwords nervana

must steak-machine
incide thunder
under the hood
to shoe the taxi



09.13.2012

not this

glowing three scissors
blood moan gutter

fu moment the beautiful
capital laimed gas

flowing the long wind
red toes

09.13.2012

not that

mandolin
cadaver
barnyard
bandit
split
citation
whistles
geezer
tapers
duck
peels
snow
expository
metallurgy
gravel
yellow



catkin
glovebox
welder
taxation
discursive
creed
wrestlers
taproot
bench
gladiator

09.13.2012

not this

emission from written response
undergone energy electricity
poetic modes language compulsion
trance physical stretched
control transcription

experiments poets prolonged
provides media room performance

discipline altered
whom practices

09.14.2012

not that

found ade recogr political
differe position syntactical



clairvoyance constantly
sedimented anchored
indeterminate mear scen
reads even non transparency
paradoxes normalcy occultations
elsewhere given
requires experiential confro
h in writing raw s
incorporated page

09.14.2012

not this

dialectical transcendental experiment
conventions semapho poe lyric events
apparatus transmission
protocols designate letter-strings
encrypted alphabets code
employing compc wr signals
encountere discov wir was silence
appropriation subjective tope
unavoidable exploit found

09.14.2012

not that

referentl v vulne code
itself similarities
sabotages redundancies
extreme responses
sa pos themselves message
flags capacity excuse
comm communication



connotative oppositional
alienate systemic content
performing engagement

09.14.2012

not this

exist things what
clairvc vehemer
promisu prevents
ambiguous mediation
diaristic synthesis
surveillance wonder
pronounced visceral
glimmer centers
fragments experience
relocated obliquely
countercultural
inquiries intended
slipp fur code
errors connotatior
pirate objects
haphazarad play
recuperating wars
strategic poems
interactive contexts

09.14.2012

not that

demonst primal scenario
asymmetrical agency
gainsaid stubbornly



subjective anatomized
exchange pronouns value
ereased continual
disguise circuit distortion
juggling language permits
tenacious equivalence
hypnosis writing mimicry
normative belief logic
excommunicated mind
experiments discourse
dependency criteria
thinking illusion believes
authority existing
self-double contingency
fictions rational reverse

09.14.2012

not this

creatui/poeticals microscopic
buildings b lazes half
int abanc milliu flou ocovera
forming a flaming bee-grid
clips gastro-planetary
warning ecological shrinking
eschatological fringes
meander atmospheric gamesparl
self-abo noises triggers
level unaessthetic explores
intention non-poetry
linear recombinations
engine narrative sketch

09.15.2012



not that

reatui/poeticals microscopi
uildings b lazes hal
nt abanc milliu flou ocover
orming a flaming bee-gri
lips gastro-planetar
arning ecological shrinkin
schatological fringe
eander atmospheric gamespar
elf-abo noises trigger
evel unaessthetic explore
ntention non-poetr
inear recombination
ngine narrative sketc

09.15.2012

not this

reatui/poeticals microscopingine sketc
uildings lazes halinear recombination
nt abanc milliu flou ocoverntention non-poetr
orming flaming bee-grievel explore
lips gastro-planetarelf-abo trigger
arning shrinkineander gamespar

09.15.2012

not that

nt abanc milliu flou ocoverngine sketc
uildings b halinear recombination
orming a bee-grintention non-poetr



lips gastro-planetarevel unaessthetic
arning ecologicalelf-abo noises
schatological eander atmospheric
reatui/poeticals microscopi

09.15.2012

not this

nt abanc milliu flou
ocoverngine sketcrea
tui/poeticals micros
copischatological ea
nder atmosphericarni
ng ecologicalelf-abo
noiseslips gastro-pl
anetarevel unaessthe
ticorming a bee-grin
tention non-poetruil
dings b halinear rec
ombinationombination

09.15.2012

not that

t abanc milliu flo
coverngine sketcre
ui/poeticals micro
opischatological e
der atmosphericarn
g ecologicalelf-ab
oiseslips gastro-p
netarevel unaessth
icorming a bee-gri



ention non-poetrui
ings b halinear re
mbinationombinatio

09.15.2012

not this

t abanc milliu flombinationombinatio
coverngine sketcreings b halinear re
ui/poeticals microention non-poetrui
opischatological eicorming a bee-gri
der atmosphericarnnetarevel unaessth
g ecologicalelf-aboiseslips gastro-p

09.15.2012

not that

abanc milliu flombination
ombinatioecologicalelf-ab
oiseslips gastro-patmosph
ericarnnetarevel unaessth
sketcreings b halinear re
/poeticals microention no
n-poetruieicorming abee-g

09.15.2012

not this



abee-gmilliu flombination
microention no gastro-patmosph
b halinear reunaessth

09.15.2012

not that

wr sincerity meat loop the
feels them writ put-andpul
that we

melody brings octopus
windtruth combing the
reverse song also pre
tty common

not whatever the
inspiration they
channel emotiona
l metaphor machi
ne

09.15.2012

not this

*
as it is a group hum
we know among criticisms
*
remember the anxiety



of revisionist genealogy
*
parameters pending energy
*
politically feral jazz
writes outside the slippery
*
aesthetic poets (practitioners)
appear certain dichotomy
*
failed
*

09.15.2012

not that

critics vending machine york-unifying
colled simp impossibl unteachabilit s

09.15.2012

not this

steam lang such pract
for anyone remotely clear
our sour wells swell in praise

our stairwells sleep
with the poetess of the sea

your seaweed alt-ear raiders
of shoppers night-syrup



even though deep-image Beings
repress the modern poets

snooze aft he craft which
mountains on a farm

09.16.2012

not that

whom h counter-rev galvani
circumstances atraditi
th fashion the

afterwards, opposi

himself writte context a d

*************************

contentious two r eason
reassembl the lock locax
a po v ex pivotal

door not to separate
the oath continue

*************************

mason alembic the president
reassemble accordion occult
coriander

and t th realm fallow snow
unanimous luminous a s

with a scissors street



maiinkin army

gazette also tumultuous

09.16.2012

not this

use mear bird means
egg binds to the name

circumst ranging ragged
consist four I the cu

audiences iterate
an unusual admonish

*************************

which languageg penguins
was not is not

status nor a nearly center

tea

*************************

feverfew
sporting goods
fuel guage

*************************

nuances of centaur tennis

*************************



marl acca
coast perceptic

*************************

coffe litmus much wall

09.16.2012

not that

there are mistakes makes
gates clash

silver holes

09.16.2012



not this

so-calle that
versi-image
depart consta

t current exi
interru 8 relatior

attitudes explore
h practices fr
opr throu

also value over

09.17.2012



not that

razorfish strawberry

09.17.2012

not this

dep to imme

th phra fears

disturbing a revo

l kic music

e the relatic

meaning trappir

09.17.2012

not that

Poetry ex
ndividua
Or at lea
n a caric
adical s



ormulati
een lost
owerful
But what

09.18.2012

not this

self. A cr
of song
om Rom
still mad
erms of
manifes
rflow of

k like?

09.18.2012

not that

uth of t
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s if it e
once a
"I have
origin
poetry



09.18.2012

not this

he emotional trh
ce.
he story we've i
nd a sense after
nt-garde fon by
famously reitera
recollected in tra
non-expressive

09.18.2012

not that

presses te af
st that's td fr
centuries of r
are still famili
ove pfeelings
would a  loo

09.18.2012

not this

by especi
ervi



m, handed
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that the tit
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09.18.2012

not that

t honedal
mage in
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- a two o
wellsvaar
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emotioA

09.18.2012

not this

w no fur a p

bit bif ar myself
you l been p
market c was

capitalism the stil
challenges activists
post-1 funda

to o pre ce ar
this formed 1



recovers co and v

09.19.2012

not that

brink syste pleasing doe, hek



deen rafted lit, ain leg plon
the aangles toe, too wined and
mufflers king.

09.20.2012

not this

pills which mooth a boar.
pend hest slows dah lineage row.
pads ant bear smock lurt.
crat pos cots and heap.

09.20.2012

not that

americle than blood.
blood mint ill ima,g

in the seem to be.

09.20.2012

not this

empt crocodile
langu clowns



the riverknot
stilts our mount

the sayl
rudely gern

09.20.2012

not that

said, tl bea disf the.
peopll so withe.
wheth.
in.

09.20.2012

not this
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you
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windows
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not that

soe if, tyears gire
itime knou avoid.
the enter th

a do
you d

say, they gls curre
sox uncle verb-and

hod what

twid talp and camp.

09.20.2012

not this

growt incantatioi
of humf order
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whard rhythm
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wox more tses
micro-the



possibix recorsou
aisom vibratiox
frorr the eyeegg

spacenc syntax
tlof songar
whole let it
lettirs page
muscular growr

09.20.2012

not that

light. and space - here?
before, in space interior.
work: long, (all) has piano,
frame, divan - (just)
(spooning mind) while, corner,
reach. there, bed, bed,
mountain; rooms;
station - above - sketch -
privacy. again, sign. feet.
(the) (the) sorts - space.
blue - strange - stranger.

09.20.2012

not this

the which, (contemporary) new.
classes, investor. (in) on
they calendar. church - was
less - who, subtrouble winder.



defunct - it recovered,
resilient, playing, on
(platform) week, dada eerie
"projects" sunday, horse,
say: on notwithstanding,
list-kittens. societies,
everywhere, the - wish-rat
in - beasts modern.

09.20.2012

not that

post-activists. the,
it orthodox; market.
achieve? myself.
honest. job,

think-institution,
avant-scene.

aware. time. ambitions,
fragmenting, actors.
attitude, exceptions.
depressed. accidental.
unclear.

poverty, aggregate.
talk. political,
activism? generations.
it. (videos) general,
particular, (with)

egoism, pride.
administration, 2001.
difference, doscouraged?
yes, also, relative.



stable? autonomous,
local/updated, survive.
events (in) them?
(visible) order:
problem: least, itself.

events, then, lie.
copy. (individuals)
pictures? decades,
(they) (do) years, me.

(we) boxes. information.

09.20.2012

not this
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whose to know writes:
we read: o: which th summarize:

upon-language. re:
spe nothi un:
frorr together: a new gene,
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not that
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subve writers)
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not that
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not that
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not that
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not this
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not this
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not that
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not this
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not this
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not that
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09.21.2012

not this
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side of the West Bank, the other side of w
point or Jordan. And, of course, the Iranian
through Lebanon and what they did in Gaz
into the West Bank and potentially threate
We've got to keep the Iranians from bringi
Israelis are going to control the border bet



Palestinians would say, "Ah, no way! We'r
nations." And then how about the airport?
military aircraft to come in? And weaponry
the Israelis. Well, the Palestinians are goin
and tell us what can land at our airport." T
And I look at the Palestinians not wanting
destruction and elimination of Israel, and t
is you say you move things along the best
that it's going to remain an unsolved probl
potentially volatile situation, but we sort of
ultimately, somehow, something will happe
On the other hand, I got a call from a form
individual said to me, "You know, I think th
Israelis after the Palestinian elections." I s
prospect." And I didn't delve into it but you
pushing on the Israelis?—to give somethin
have done that time and time and time aga
American strength, American resolve, as t
than we're trying to push peace on them—
thinking.
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The Velvet Underground’s lawsuit over the rights
to the famous Andy paperclip banana image, which
was featured on the group’s debut album, paperclip
been dismissed by a New York judge. The band was
told it does paperclip have a valid copyright claim.
The Velvet Underground accused paperclip Andy Warhol
Foundation of violating its copyright when paperclip



foundation consented to the famed image being used
without the paperclip permission on a planned line
of iPhone and iPad paperclip.
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Over the last decade, it has become increasingly apparent
that the jewel case world is no longer defined by a few
primary art jewel case, but is now composed of many centers,
small and large, jewel case possess distinctive histories,
constituencies, and jewel case backgrounds. The exhibition
not only seeks out work being made jewel case diverse
geographic locales, but also demonstrates jewel case
interconnected nature of the international art jewel case,
exploring artworks from each region in relation to common
jewel case, such as cosmopolitanism, collaboration, contested
histories, jewel case dynamics between center and periphery,
the lasting jewel case of war, and the effects of economic
and cultural jewel case.
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If the utopian ideal of the library was to bring
hole punch everything that we know of the world,
then the length of hole punch bookshelves was
coterminous with the breadth of hole punch world.
But like its predecessors in Alexandria hole punch
Babel the project is destined to be incomplete, hole
punch by what it necessarily leaves out and misses.
hole punch library as heterotopia reveals itself only
through hole punch interstices and lays bare the fiction
of any possibility hole punch a coherent ground on which



a knowledge hole punch can be built. Finally, there is
the question of where hole punch stand once the ground
that we stand on has itself hole punch dislodged.
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